in the polis. The idiom of global spiritual warfare works, if you'll forgive the expression, as a double-edged sword. On the one hand, the Pentecostal conversion and deterritorialization of urban spaces and identities through spectacularization and new forms of mediation produces new, transnational, spiritual and material infrastructures and conduits which open "spaces of hope" (Harvey 2000 ) that belie these negative imaginings. On the other, these same practices are heavy with political menace and danger. Despite Pentecostalism's individualism and universalizing ambitions, its central political effect can be understood in the ways in which it offers new resources for reconceptualizing local grounds of political belonging and participation in, or escape from, the polis.
In this regard, Pentecostalism might be seen as the contemporary archetype of what
Abdou Maliq Simone (2001) has called the "worlding" of African cities, whose themes are taken up by Mbembe and Nuttal (2004) . Simone recognizes the difficulty in African cities today of maintaining "recognizable and usable forms of collective solidarity and collaboration " (2001: 17) in the face of the circulation of a seemingly "arbitrary unknown" (ibid.), or what I have called the experience of "radical uncertainty", which is not merely material, but also epistemological and ontological (Marshall 2009 ). This is related to the ways in which global processes intersect with local urban practices and networks, such that urban dwellers are forced to function "now find themselves forced to operate with a more totalizing sense of exteriority" (Simone 2001:17) . He refers to the erasure of boundaries between the "insides" of the city and what Mbembe and Nuttal call an "elsewhere", and argues that the "materialization" of this uncertainty takes a variety of forms, and the city becomes overpopulated by a multitude of what I have called "untrammeled powers", both spiritual and material. Simone argues that in this context, there is little recourse to effective mediation or clear boundaries.
I have argued that Pentecostalism engages with this unknown by a specific mode of staging it, one which claims an effective mode of mediation and reinstitution of clear boundaries by embracing a complex form of exteriority, that could be understood both materially and theologically (Marshall 2009 ). Materially, it entails the mobilization of new material and symbolic connections with transnational networks of capital, people and imaginaries that have as their locus and site of operation in the world, in its very Christian, indeed Pauline sense (Derrida 2005: 54) . A central trope in the Nigerian Pentecostal expansion has been the image of the city as a place of ethical and spiritual danger, a space of anomie which Pentecostal evangelical practices aim to reclaim and redeem. Unlike the "bush" or the village, which also has associations with dangerous spiritual and supernatural forces, the city is projected as a potential space of order and progress, yet one which, through post-colonial practice, has become a fallen, chaotic and lawless place that requires redemption. Evangelical activity has been centered on the reinvestment of physical and virtual public space -part of broader evangelical project of global spiritual warfare in which spatial vocabulary and tropes are crucial. An everincreasing public presence and visibility is absolutely central to a broader project of redemptive citizenship, and is accompanied by the self-conscious creation of modern, functional spaces of worship and forms of electronic mediation and communicationtapes, CDs, television, films, internet (Marshall 2009 : 138, Meyer 2006 , 2010 . Its expansion throughout Lagos has focused on the investment of physical sites and institutions that instill new forms of worship and self-presentation, modes of sociability and family structures. There has also been a concerted investment of public space such as the market and the void left by an incompetent public service, through the development of new, increasingly globalized networks and the provision of effective forms of social security and services, as well as new attitudes to wealth, labor, and debt that find their expression in the creation of new entrepreneurial structures and modes of accumulation. All of these contribute to the overarching sense of delocalization and deterritorialization that has marked the revival's self-understanding, both materially and symbolically.
Techniques of mass mediation are absolutely central to the ways in which the movement has developed and spread so successfully. Rather then through instances of institutionalized authority, Pentecostalism achieves its power through a verisimilitude, or truth effect, achieved through the public staging and circulation, particularly through forms of mass-mediation such as television, of prayer, prophecy testimony and miracles.
Pentecostals have been at the vanguard of the exploitation of electronic media in Nigeria, often outstripping the capacities for production and capitalization of the states themselves (Marshall 2009 , Meyer 2006 , Haynes 2007 Larkin 2008 . The centrality to Pentecostalism of the circulation of mass-mediated religious speech and miraculous performance gives it a singular power. Capitalizing on what Derrida calls the fiduciary structure of language, the "I promise" or "I believe" that is at the basis of every social bond (Derrida 2002: 80) , televangelism's "utterly singular" relationship to the media creates a relay between "the ordinary miracle of the believe me and the extraordinary miracles revealed by the Holy Scriptures" (Derrida 2001 : 76-77, quoted in Naas 2012 . This direct connection between the individual believer and the space-time of the inception of Christianity provides the basis for the delocalization of messages, and gives rise to media-created publics with no sense of place.
If we compare these organizations with other older, more established churches, among mainstream or orthodox denominations, the Aladura churches, and even earlier holiness Pentecostals, we find striking differences in how congregations are set up as communities, and how they identify themselves as co-religionists. As André Corten argues with reference to Pentecostalism in Latin America, "through the media, transversal there is a change of imaginary [imaginaire]" (Corten 1997:17) . This imaginary is one in which Pentecostal religiosity cannot really be understood as an institution which furnishes a discrete identity or establishes a clearly bounded community. This leads us to question the capacity of Pentecostalism to mediate the experience of radical uncertainty and developing new forms collective solidarity. Rather than providing a means to specific individual social or political ends, Pentecostal practices of faith appear rather wholly bound up in performing a presentation of the divine, a spectacularization of the sacred which reveals Pentecostalism, like late capitalism, to be a formidable apparatus for the production and consumption of pure means (Agamben 2007 , Wariboko 2011 , Marshall 2009 ).
Theologically, conversion deploys new modes of subjectivation under the jurisdiction of the Holy Spirit, where an understanding of divine grace as transimmanence would mediate between the self and the world of untrammeled powers (Marshall 2009 , 2010 , Wariboko 2011 . Rather than a drawing of new boundaries, however, this form of mediation takes the Pauline form of the "revocation of every vocation," (Agamben 2005: 25) as in 1 Corinthians 7:17-24, in which the "new creation"
does not furnish an identity, but the suspension of every juridical or factical property.
This messianic suspension doesn't nullify or overcome existing divisions (gender, class, age, ethnicity, status) or give rise to new divisions or distinctions, but renders them inoperative, "in force without signification". This break with old ways is figured through the deliberate restaging of natality, reinvesting it with an ontological priority as regards action, understood as the possibility of beginning anew (Marshall 2009: 50) . The idiom of rebirth, the instantiation of an existential principle of endless renewal and an ontology of becoming, the possibility of "making a complete break with the past" that conversion promises, these all inform the emancipatory effects of breaking with unbelievers as well as with the historical forms of subjection that have structured longstanding forms of domination and accumulation in the postcolony. Yet this occupation and production of redeemed spaces is conceived in terms of war, a life-and-death struggle to wrest people, places and destinies from the satanic enemy.
Mike Davis (2004 Davis ( , 2006 has argued that the demographics of Pentecostalismwhich now counts half a billion adherents of which the vast majority live in cities in the global south-make it potentially a new revolutionary force, or if not, the best we have to work with: "Indeed, for the moment at least, Marx has yielded the historical stage to Pentecostal showplace, capable of welcoming over 1 million believers. The second, which I'll call the "spiritual network" model, involves both a mode of identifying the territorial presence of demonic spiritual forces and conduits, reclaiming these sites and replacing them with "Holy Spirit" networks and connections, a virtual topography largely dependent on new forms of electronic communication, or at least on the imaginaries of connectedness they generate. The argument is that while new urban spaces of hope are being produced by this engagement, on the other hand, it also generates new topographies of inequality, violence and exclusion through the obligation to identify and eliminate the "enemy" as well as the spectacularization and phantasmagorical enchantment so central to its success. This veritable empire has been constructed through not only the tithes and offerings of its millions of faithful, but also the mobilization of private capital and entrepreneurial networks and connections, which are increasingly global in character.
THE REDEEMED CHRISTIAN CHURCH OF GOD: GOD'S OWN SHOWCASE
Symbolically too, the connection to global networks has become increasingly central to the identity of the church and its practices. Even the preferred mode of giving to the Lord in order to receive your blessing now takes place in foreign exchange. Indeed, if the Lord is going to bless your offering "a hundredfold", it's better to give $10 for the Lord than 10 Naira. Illogically, people now exchange their Naira for dollars or pounds before giving it at the Holy Ghost Service. Regeneration of the Nation, urges Nigerians Pentecostals to undertake national redemption, quoting Isaiah 58:12: "And they that shall be with thee shall build the old waste places; thou shalt raise up the foundations of many generations, and thou shalt be called the repairer of the breach, the restorer of paths to dwell in" (Marshall 2009:125) .
This verse encapsulates the Pentecostal promise to repair the separation between truth and the good, between God's laws and the community of believers, through a process of building and restoration of modes of dwelling in the world. It's difficult to ignore the Heideggerian reference here, for whom man is "insofar as he dwells." His romantic/nostalgic lament was that modern man merely "builds," that is, turns the world into a picture and forgets the ways of dwelling (Heidegger 1971) . Redemption City in this sense is the perfect picture of the normalized, pacified and ordered petty bourgeois African city.
If Redemption City is one mode of "repairing the breach", restoring "paths to dwell in", then we can say that it is entirely consistent with late capitalist society of the spectacle and may in fact be the best expression of its ethic. RCCG's expansion illustrates how Pentecostalism in Nigeria specifically, but Africa more generally (and arguably in many other places), is a religion of the beleaguered middle classes, or what they have become after their "structural adjustment". And even if it is embraced by more subaltern populations and slum dwellers, it nonetheless aspires to a resolutely petty bourgeois ethic and form of subjectivity (See O'Neill 2010). "Surplus humanity" with its chaotic energies has no permanent place here; even the great majority of RCCG members do not have access to loans from Haggai bank that would permit them to purchase a semidetached Redemption duplex, nor pay the fees for a degree in business administration from Redeemer's University. The best they can do is to participate as spectators in the monthly Holy Ghost night and hope for Adeboye to channel the anointing their way. The event of Pentecostal conversion can be seen to carry with it the same kind of ontological virtue that conversion to capitalism does. All good Marxists remember Marx's enthusiasm for capitalism's capacity to destroy the old hierarchies, ushering in the possibility of modern politics and its principle of equality. Indeed, it might not be going too far to call Pentecostalism an ambiguous form of "desacralization" with respect to its capacity for destabilizing the old order and its difficulty in securing its own sovereign foundation. But it would be a mistake to simply translate Pentecostalism's capacity for deterritorialization, and the "destitution" that accompanies Pentecostalism's "new life"-"making a complete break with the past" 3 -as a form of resistance to the ways in which dominant political and economic forces in the world today regulate, control and circumscribe the great mass of the world's population and their possibilities.
"DEALING WITH THE PRINCE OVER LAGOS": SPIRITUAL WARFARE IN THE CITY
The "new creation" 4 (2 Cor. 5:17) , the new era, and the coming of the Kingdom are to be achieved in Pentecostalism through the waging of an epic battle against the forces of darkness. And as we shall see, it is precisely the inability within Pentecostalism to appropriate divine grace -whether to shore up pastoral power and legitimacy or to capture divine blessings -that makes this struggle so very ambivalent. The apocalyptic reading of history which preaches the urgency of evangelism in the end-times and preparing oneself spiritually and ethically for the imminent rapture, is a central theme in global Pentecostalism, 5 one that most Nigerian churches and missions also, at least formally, subscribe to. It stages both the dangers and promises of the present in an idiom that presents change not only as urgent, but also as immanent in the present moment. It makes for an experience of the present whose qualities have been altered by the presence of the Holy Spirit and divine grace in the form of miracles, in which the present becomes not only the only time we have to struggle, to realize the potentialities that may be released by faith. As Pentecostals say of this struggle, "be of good cheer, we are on the winning side" (Marshall 2009: 126) . But this struggle for redemption is a battle, a war against the forces of darkness:
The warfare we are presently engaged in is the battle of translating the victory of Jesus over the devil into the everyday, natural realities of our personal lives and also of our political, religious, economic and social systems. It is a battle of reclamation: to reclaim from the devil what he illegally holds in his control. ... It is warfare. But we are on the winning side. This is the time to muster the army-the Lord's army. Here is a clarion call to battle. ...We are disadvantaged if we lean on carnal weapons. Prayer-militant, strategic and aggressive prayer-must be our weapon of warfare at this time. It is a spiritual warfare and it needs spiritual weapons. This is a call into the ring to wrestle, to sweat it out with an unseen opponent. For we wrestle not against flesh and blood but against spiritual wickedness, against invisible powers in high places (Ephesians 6:12) 6 (Ojewale 1990: 23-24, 37 be seen nor heard floating around the world is difficult to contextualise its truth in our modern day setting. It is presumed that these demonic princes over the nations were angels, who were in the hierarchy of angelic authority, fell from heaven and have now taken up equivalent positions as "princes" or satanic rulers over nations.
When traveling from one country to another one may become aware of a change in the "atmosphere". A feeling that cannot be quantified or measured but discerned within you, perhaps what one senses is a different ruling spirit in operation. Even within this country one can move from one region to another, one city to another and be conscious of discernable spiritual changes. … It is thus important to understand that the geopolitical and cultural systems of a nation consist of more than the people, the structures and institutions. There is an attempt by these princes or ruling spirits over nations to exert a negative influence over schools, churches, companies and organizations. We are presently caught in a conflict of forces. The failure to recognize this territorial dimension of the spiritual realm is making many Christians ineffective in fulfilling their purpose.
Every sub structure of human society has a spiritual dimension seeking to control and influence the individuals, its economic institutions and the political order.
Behind the systems of this country, behind NPA, NEPA, the Nigerian Police
Force and the institutions of politics is a raging war! (Rapu 2002)
Here we are in the presence of a different sort of infrastructure… a complex network of unseen supernatural forces, bringing death and destruction and working to frustrate the Christian project, with specific territorial implantations that need to be specially addressed. 7 It should be pointed out that this conception is not at all peculiar to Africathe paradigm of spiritual warfare and the action of unseen demonic forces was central to the second wave of Pentecostal revival in the US and around the world, and has become a growing part of what has been called the "third wave", particularly with the New Apostolic Reformation and Kingdom Now movements pioneered by American evangelists in the 1990s (Holvast 2008 . See Wagner 1991 , 1993 , 1996 .
The Nigerian pastors who endorse many of the doctrinal emphases of this new movement (even if they don't always agree with the specific forms it can take, especially those that place an emphasis on hierarchy and total submission to "apostolic leaders", or An RCCG parish in Port Elizabeth, South Africa outlines the strategy in these terms:
• Spiritual mapping is the researching of a city or area to discover any obstacles that Satan has established that prevent the spread of the gospel and the evangelisation of a city for Jesus, and to identify spiritual principalities and strongholds over different regions in the city.
• Spiritual mapping is a means to see beneath the surface of the material world. It is a subjective skill born out of a right relationship with God and a love for his kingdom.
• Although spiritual mapping is most often used to identify enemy strongholds, we must remember that not all spiritual activities are dark, and that God also operates in the spiritual domain. Spiritual mapping should also be used to highlight the work that God is doing in the community.
• Our western world view leads us to believe that the spiritual realm does not even exist and that makes spiritual mapping even more important a tool for us.
• Spiritual mapping is not an end in itself and is only a powerful weapon or spiritual resource; … just a tool that allows us to be more specific in praying for our community. Experience says that specific sniper prayer is more powerful than the shotgun approach.
• Although the final outcome of the battle is already decided, we have to be persistent and steadfast. There will be many battles during this war and constant hostility. Satan knows his time on earth is running out and this may explain the increasing worldwide accounts of demonic activity and counterattacks on Christian warriors. Demonic entrenchments or strongholds have been in place for long periods and may have been continually serviced since their inception. They are not just going to leave without a sustained and informed prayer effort.
Many spiritual mappers in Africa, the US and Europe "walk the city", identifying sites or physical coordinates on the grid, which then become "prayer sites" from which to purify and "reclaim" for Jesus the surrounding areas, "unblocking" the work of the Holy Spirt.
They thus develop "spiritual maps" with which they can "read the city".
Mbembe and Nuttal note the influence of de Certeau's "Walking in the City" (de Certeau 1984) and Walter Benjamins' concept of flânerie (Benjamin 1999 ) for a conception of cities as a space of open and manifold temporalities, rhythms and circulation, "to read the city from its street-level intimations, as a lived complexity that requires alternative narratives and maps based on wandering" (Mbembe and Nuttal 2004: 361) . They correct this for an African context by focusing on not merely the manifest appearances that this practice reveals, but also the "dirty, grubby" underneath, and the radical insecurity experienced by the migrant or informal worker (363). From the Pentecostal perspective, the practice of walking the city and the significance of the "underneath" takes on an entirely different inflection. 8 In this articulation, Pentecostal practices of space engage in a different form of mediation than the spectacular showcasing of idealized spaces and divine miracles. Spiritual warfare in this formulation functions as a mode of potentially violent reterritorialization. Identifying sites, spaces, and communities as being under the grip of demonic forces requires the deployment of an ambivalent politics of conviction (Marshall 2009: 201-238) . The Evil One who threatens the convert's salvation and prosperity, the "Prince above Lagos" responsible for the situation of despair and decay in the city and country today, the sinners and other strongholds of Satan, need to be "convicted", "punished", and "destroyed". In this prayer guide, the convert is given prayers to "castigate the conspirators": 9
Father I thank you because sinners will not go unpunished.
In the city itself, slums, Muslim neighborhoods, brothels, bars, sites of old shrines or current traditional medical clinics, African Aladura churches, the businesses and domiciles of politicians or the super-rich, are among the many possible "demonic strongholds" which are in need of spiritual purification and conversion, entailing practices of identification and boundary-setting without any clear criteria or logic beyond that of division itself-the enemy may be anywhere, even within the church itself.
What is at stake in these practices and imaginaries of divine and demonic spiritual pathways, networks and inhabitations is once again the relationship between material appearances and the real, between the object and its representation. Here
Pentecostalism performs its mediation as revelation. The ability to "see" the spiritual reality behind material appearances is understood in terms of the divine gift of the "spirit of discernment", a sort of inner eye or capacity for moral and spiritual perception, or aisthesis, in which judgment and revelation are merged, one that relies upon an unmediated access to grace. This mode of verdiction, or truth telling (Foucault 2001:18) grounds the post-foundational and politically ambivalent nature of Pentecostal political spirituality.
"IF MY PEOPLE WHO ARE CALLED BY MY NAME…"
For Pentecostals, Christianity should be a total experience that concerns every aspect of what the believer does and says; As Rapu says, "it not a religion, it is a lifestyle.... we don't go to Church, we are the Church!" The explicit corollary of this message is that there is no distinction to be made between the sacred and the secular. In Rapu's terms, society has to be changed, "you can't just camp around Pentecost!":
The commanding them to 'roast and be burned up' in some nebulous Holy Ghost fire.
But loving our enemies is a concept that we must actualize today. It is a quality that makes our faith redemptive (Rapu 2012 ).
Rapu's exhortations notwithstanding, it is very difficult to see how the desire to extricate oneself from these forms of domination and address the vicissitudes of postcolonial urban life will imply a progressive engagement against its violence, or the violence of Capital and Empire that produce the ever-increasing army of surplus humanity crowding cities like Lagos. All the evidence points to a more successful conversion to this violence. Wariboko, goes on to warn: "needless to say that in the extreme reaches of Pentecostalism with its array of prosperity gospel, faith healing preachers and flamboyant televangelists, consumption and spectacle are in full force and like capitalism there is an ugly indifference to the caesura between the sacred and the profane" (153). In this regard then, it appears that conversion to Pentecostalism, with its form of transimmanent grace also constitutes, despite everything, a sort of desacralization, or perhaps a better way of putting it would be that in its attempt to sanctify every aspect of human practice, everything becomes profane. This puts Davis' claim in a new light.
Wariboko, as a Pentecostal theologian and indeed a pastor in the North American RCCG, would rather not see Pentecostalism and its "new creation" as a pure cipher for capitalism, even if, as he says, he is not holding his breath about its current revolutionary potential (154). Yet it is precisely through its mode as spectacle that the deactivation of divine grace is effected, and that its emancipatory possibilities are opened up, connecting believers with an elsewhere and an "otherwise of being" that figures a new future. It is precisely the impossibility of appropriating or re-presenting the divine, of deploying grace as a means to an end that prevents Pentecostalism from enacting the worst forms of violence. Pentecostalism-as-spectacle, as phantasmagorical projection, encourages believers to inhabit their social identities according to the Pauline suspension of the "as not" where the laws that govern modes of social distinction and the predicates of worldly being -Jew, Greek, Yoruba, Hausa, Muslim, Christian, man, woman, rich, poor, slave and free -are suspended or deactivated, and to experience divine grace as a mode of liberation (Agamben 2005 , Marshall 2009 . And yet even if these predicates no longer constitute the terms in which the believer relates to herself, even if Pentecostalism supposedly stages a space in which they would be inoperative, such distinctions are still in force in the church, the city, and in the broader global context, and continue to constrain the life possibilities of millions. Living in hope is better than living in despair, but it doesn't mean that hope will take the form of emancipatory rather than reactionary political projects. Richard Pithouse, analyzing "resistance in the shantytown", argues that the Hindu fascist movement Shiv Senna based in Mumbai "is one of the many instances of deeply reactionary responses to the need for social innovation", reminding us that "there is no guarantee that the need to invent new social forms will result in progressive outcomes" (Pithouse 2006: 5) . It is in the dream of salvation, the desire for the pure, the holy, the sanctified, that the danger lies for Pentecostalism. And yet, the desire for sanctification is also a desire for justice, of a new way of being together. Today, Pentecostalism in Nigeria oscillates dangerously between these two possibilities. On the one hand, as Wariboko argues, spiritual warfare means "cutting the chains of captivity" of given social existence, "returning the light of Being" to the poor on the edge of nonexistence, and sustaining an alternate world of freedom (2012: 159). But prayer as "the weapon of our warfare" also means the vicious imprecations of "prayer warriors"
that drip with blood, tongues as swords excising evil territorial spirits, dropping prayer "smart-bombs" and "strategic prayer missiles" on "enemy strongholds". Nigerian From the perspective of the state's rational plan, dashing is not "walking properly". The current governor of Lagos has created a police corps called "Kick Against Indiscipline" which forces people use the overhead bridges and queue for buses. But purposeless strolling isn't proper walking either. The one time I tried to take a leisurely evening stroll near the lagoon in Lagos, I got arrested at gunpoint.
9 Arowobusoye, Powerful Prayers for Deliverance and Total Breakthrough, [43] [44] 
